
Single News – the KSM Volunteers News-brief – July 2020.
Coronavirus
The initial proposal for the safe return to volunteer working at the museum has been reviewed by the
Kempton Great  Engines  Trust  and Thames Water.  Feedback was received from both and a  second
version has now been created.  An important  step required is  an on-site risk assessment and this  is
scheduled for 9th July. Once this is complete a final proposal will be created that will detail the full set
of measures required to allow volunteers to safely return. This will be submitted to KGET and TW for
final approval with the aim of having volunteers back on site before the end of July. All volunteers will
be informed of the required safety measures before their return to the site. No-one should feel under any
pressure to return and should only attend the site if they feel that it is completely safe for them to do so.

The current focus remains on getting back to volunteer working. The possibility of re-opening to the
public will be considered in due course but it is still felt that this is likely to be some way off.

Museum infrastructure
Work to reposition and improve the refreshment area over the Summer break has been postponed due to
the current Coronavirus situation. It was felt that it would be imprudent to progress with this only to find
out later that changes would be required due to there being amended legislation for the provision of
refreshments in a public place as a result of the current crisis. 

Engineering
Unwanted noises from No 6 (continued!) – further noise has been identified as coming from the low
pressure cylinder valves. These were removed from operation at time of restoration to prevent the LP
cylinder from delivering effort to the pumps, a requirement of operating the engine without a full load.
The non-operation of these valves appeared to be the cause of the noise so they were reconfigured to
bring them back into operation. To the dismay of the mechanical engineering team this seemed to make
the noise worse, so they were duly returned to being non-operational. Further checks showed that there
were worn components present in the inlet valve gear. These components were changed but again there
was  no  reduction  in  the  noise  levels.  The  low pressure  valve  gear  mechanisms were  then  closely
inspected during a test run of the engine and it was discovered that a number of other components were
badly  worn.  Work then  had to  be  stopped  due  to  the  Coronavirus  emergency,  however  battle  will
recommence once volunteer working is started up again and further updates will follow.
Note  that  this  is  a  summarised account  of  what  is  proving to  be  a very  complex  and challenging
problem. John Barber has provided a much more detailed account of the work that has been carried
out, if you would like to see the details let me know and I will send this to you.

Volunteer communication
You  may  have  noticed  that  these  emails  are  being  sent  out  by  membermojo,  our  membership
management system. membermojo allows us to easily set up email distribution lists. These are then used
by  sending  the  required  email  to  membermojo  specifying  the  list  and  membermojo  does  the  full
distribution. This avoids the problems that can occur if emailing to a large number of recipients, such as
all KGES members. The emails can have attachments and can be personalised with membership data
such as title, name, membership number, etc. The lists are held in membermojo which avoids having
these in our own personal email accounts. Replies can be sent to these emails and the reply will just go
to the person who sent out the email, so in this case that would be me. Finally, privacy is provided as the
emails are sent as blind copies so that the email addresses of the other recipients are not visible. 
Remember that you can check your membership details on-line, just go to  
https://membermojo.co.uk/kemptonsteam/signin  and select ‘Sign In without password’.

And don’t forget that we also have a Facebook page specifically for Kempton volunteers, this is located
here:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/kemptonsteamvolunteers/  Contributions are welcome!
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For further information on any of these items or on other things going on at Kempton please speak 
with your team leader, or see the minutes from the most recent KGES committee meeting located here:
http://www.kemptonsteam.org/kempton-great-engine-society-meeting-minutes/ 

https://membermojo.co.uk/kemptonsteam/signin
https://www.facebook.com/groups/kemptonsteamvolunteers/
http://www.kemptonsteam.org/kempton-great-engine-society-meeting-minutes/


No 6, valve gear work 2019 – 2020

The low-pressure cylinder valve operation has had two major changes over the years,

1)  Sometime during the operational life of the engine, the 4 inlet and 4 outlet valves were reduced to 2 
inlet and 2 exhaust by removal of the connecting links to the valves on the north side of the engine.

2) The second change was undertaken by the Trust in the first year of steam operation, this modification 
held the LP inlet valves open to prevent the LP cylinder working, to enable a more controlled operation 
of the now non water pumping triple.  

 The valve mechanism on no 6 has been noted as increasingly noisy, the primary source of the noise 
seemed to be associated with the non-operation of the LP cylinder valve gear, one  thought was that the 
valve drive gear was being intermittently unloaded and loaded  each revolution  because the low 
pressure valves were not exerting a lifting load on the camshaft. 

A method of establishing a constant load on the camshaft was devised by recommissioning the LP inlet 
valves opened up by the Trust, while the non-operation of the LP cylinder was maintained by jacking 
open the two redundant inlet valves on north side of the LP cylinder. 

This work to recommission the LP cylinder valve gear was carried out during winter 2019 – 2020, this 
involved some very heavy work jacking open long closed valves, refitting valve closing springs and 
adjusting the valve gear operating mechanism.

During operation of the engine for filming The Nevers the KGET engineering team were dismayed to 
learn that the valve gear noise had been increased by the recommissioning the of LP inlet valves, during 
a filming break the LP inlet valves were disconnected to reduce the valve gear noise to former levels.

Following the filming the LP inlet valve gear checked, two of opening lever pivot bearings in the top 
valve bonnet were very worn, these were swapped for good pins and levers from the redundant LP 
cylinder North inlet valve and the LP valves again adjusted to operate.

Due to the concern over valve noise a non-public run of the engine was undertaken a week later, again 
disappointing the valve gear proved to be very noisy, the replacement pins and levers bought no 
discernible improvement. While the engine was running the valve drive gear was inspected very closely 
and the following components were noted as badly worn / noisy, LP camshaft drive coupling, LP cam 
follower, LP cam segment worn - cut-off adjustment non-functional, worn camshaft drive gear / pinion 
worn (at crankshaft). 

No plan of action discussed as Corona virus intervened, but there are a number of items requiring 
attention. 


